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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper aims to identify the influence relationship of patriarchal leadership with its 

three components (authoritarian leadership, Benevolence leadership, and moral leadership) on 

the Employees’ Voice Behavior of a selected sample of Anbar University employees, in order to 

reach the goal of this paper, the research problem was determined according to a question 

(What is the effect of parental leadership practices on the Employees’ Voice Behavior at the 

researched university), that the two researchers have relied on the descriptive and analytical 

approach, by using the questionnaire form as a main tool used in collecting data and 

information related to the field side of the paper. (320) questionnaire form was distributed on a 

sample of the employees in (10) colleges of the university in which the research was conducted, 

(303) forms were retrieved, (292) forms were valid for analysis, and the statistical programs 

(SPSS. V.25) and (Amos.V.25) were relied on. To analyze the paper’s data, and the paper’s 

outputs were a set of conclusions, the most important of which is that administrative leaderships 

in the research’s faculties practice parental leadership at high levels, and that there is a 

correlation between the dimensions of parental leadership (Benevolence leadership, moral 

leadership) and The vocal behavior of employees, as well as the results of the paper showed that 

there is a positive moral impact relationship for good and Moral leadership in the Employees’ 

Voice Behavior, while authoritarian leadership had an adverse effect on the Employees’ Voice 

Behavior, and through the results, a number of recommendations were made in order to 

encourage administrative leaderships in the faculties of the researched university. In adopting 

one of the most important leadership styles, such as patriarchal leadership, with its influencing 

components at the level of managerial practice to perform their tasks, which is positively 

reflected on employees' behaviors in producing new and distinct ideas. 

 
Keywords: Paternalistic Leadership, Employee Voice Behavior 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Patriarchal leadership is an important term that has emerged during the past two decades, 

and this importance can be explained, as a result of the increasing desire to know the patriarchal 

leadership that has proven to have an effective influence in managerial styles. It can be said that 

it emerged as an alternative to the Western leadership style of transformational leadership. 

Scholars and researchers have likened this term in the field of management and organizational 

behavior, patriarchal leadership, and considered it as a nucleus that contains within it three main 

elements and together form a leadership model consisting of tyranny - charity - ethics. Leaders 

must be viewed as an important means in influencing employee behavior within the internal and 

external work environment, because they possess the qualities that enable them to play a good 

role in exercising authority with subordinates due to their possession of the philosophy of 

persuasion, as well as by moving away from many unethical behaviors within Work 

environment. This leads to instilling confidence in subordinates and generates a positive impact 
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on their overall performance. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
The Research Problem 

 
Organizations of all types and activities face a set of challenges and rapid and complex 

events that plague their environment, as an inevitable consequence of these difficulties, the 

search for an appropriate leadership style that generates clear reflections on the overall 

performance of subordinates, and then positively influences the final output of the organization, 

and thus can Saying that the parental leadership style is the pattern that helps to achieve the goals 

set for the researched organization, and from the above, the problem of the study is crystallized 

by asking the main question (what is the effect of parental leadership practices on the vocal 

behavior of the employees in the university that was subjected to the research), so the following 

questions were raised: To contribute to clarifying the content of the study problem: 

 
1- Do the administrative leaderships in the researched colleges apply the parental leadership style? 

2- What is the level of vocal behavior of employees in the faculties in which the research was conducted? 

3- What is the nature of the relationship and the impact between each of the dimensions of parental 

leadership and the voice behavior of the employees? 

 

The Importance of the Study 

 
The study derives its importance from the importance of the topic it deals with and the 

chosen site that it addresses (University of Anbar), and the importance can be determined on two 

levels: 

 

Academic Level 

 
The importance of studying academically is embodied in building a frame of knowledge 

for the subjects (parental leadership and Employees’ Voice Behavior) because of their great 

influence on the future of the organizations. Therefore, researchers seek to provide an intellectual 

framework that can help other researchers to enrich this topic in the future. 

 
Field Level 

 
The study of the independent variable (parental leadership) and its impact leads to the 

possibility of determining the required level of support and attention to these variables that 

positively affect the dependent variable on the vocal behavior of the educational organization in 

which the research was conducted. 

This study is important at the field level, as it will provide an information base that can be 

employed in the research organization. 

 

Research Objectives 

 
The study aims to achieve the following: 

Identify the extent to which the researched organization adopts the concept of parental 

leadership and employs it in a manner consistent with its requirements. 
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Presenting proposals and recommendations to the administrative leaderships in the 

faculties researched by paying attention to the elements of positive parenting leadership, through 

which it is possible to enhance the voice behavior of the employees. 

The Hypothetical Supposed of the Paper 
 

 

 

FIGURE 1 

THE HYPOTHETICAL OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 

The Study Hypotheses 

Within the framework of the above research outline, the following hypotheses emerge: 

 

The First Main Hypothesis 

There is a significant, significant correlation between the parental leadership and the vocal 

behavior of the employees at Anbar University. Several sub hypotheses are divided from it: 

There is a significant correlation between authoritarian leadership and the Employees’ Voice Behavior at the 

university in which the research was conducted. 

There is a significant correlation between the Benevolence leadership and the voice behavior of the 

employees at the university in which the research was conducted. 

There is a significant correlation between the moral leadership and the voice behavior of the employees. 

The Second Main Hypothesis 

There is a significant, significant effect relationship of parental leadership on the vocal 

behavior of the employees in the researched university. Several sub-hypotheses are divided from 

it: 

There is an influence relationship of Morale significance for authoritarian leadership in the Employees' 

Voice Behavior. 

There is an influential relationship of morale significance for Benevolence leadership on the Employees' 

Voice Behavior. 
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There is an influence relationship of morale significance for moral leadership on the Employees' Voice 

Behavior 

 

Limits of the Study 

1. Human limits: The research sample was represented by employees with their various academic 

achievements in a number of colleges of Anbar University. 

2. Spatial boundaries: as the research was conducted in a number of (10) colleges of Anbar University. 

3. Temporal boundaries: This research was conducted during the period that started from preparing the 

data represented by the questionnaire and distributing it to the research sample in various faculties to 

return it and conduct statistical analysis on it for the period from 15/9/2020 to 3/1/2021. 

Methods of Data Collection 

There are two types of methods were used to collect data through the following: 

1. The first type: related to covering the theoretical aspect through many scientific sources, such as 

books, magazines, periodicals, research papers and conferences related to study variables. 

2. As for the second type of data, it was obtained through the field study, and the questionnaire form is 

the main tool in collecting data and information for the study. Relates to (gender, age, educational 

qualification (certificate), workplace). As for the second part: it included the paragraphs for the 

independent variable (parental leadership practices) and it included (17) paragraphs, while the third 

part: this part was devoted to paragraphs for the dependent variable (the Employees’ Voice 

Behavior) and it included (6) paragraphs. Table (1) shows the structure of the questionnaire 

according to the main and sub-variables of the study and the sources that were used to measure the 

variables. 

 

 

 

Research Community and Sample 

The research community consists of employees in (10) colleges affiliated with the 

University of Anbar, whose number is (1203) employees to determine the appropriate sample 

Table 1 

STRUCTURE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The Main Paper 

Variables 

 

Sub Variables 

Number of 

Paragraphs 

The Items 

Numbers 

The Source 

Approved for 

the Scale 

 

Demographic 

variables 

Gender, age, 

educational 

qualification, 

workplace 

 

4  

Preparing 

researchers 

 

 

Parental 

Leadership 

Practices 

 

 

 

 

Authoritarian 

leadership 
6 6-1 

(Erol 

&Senturk, 

2018); (Sheer, 

2012) 

Benevolence 

leadership 
5 11-7 

(Lau et al., 

(2020); (Lu et 

al., 2017) 

 

Moral leadership 

 

 

6 

 

17-12 

(Ugurluoglu et 

al., (2018); 

(Wu & Tsai 

2012) 

Employees’ Voice 

Behavior  
6 23-18 

(Burris, 2012; 

Chiang & 

Chen, 2020) 
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size, the researchers used the special table to determine the sample size in the book (Sekaran & 

Bougie, 2016), which shows that the appropriate sample size for the current research community 

of (1203) employees is (291), For the current research community of (1203) employees is (291), 

and the equation was also relied on (Thompson, 2012) to determine the size of the sample and it 

was also identical to (291) and to ensure obtaining this required number, the researchers 

distributed (320) A questionnaire according to the stratified sample method, and to know the 

number of forms that will be distributed to each college, the following law was based (the 

number of employees in the college divided by the total number of employees in the 10 colleges 

multiplied by the size of the sample). The number of questionnaire forms recovered (303) was 

among them (11) A questionnaire form that is not valid for analysis, and thus the number of 

questionnaires valid for analysis is (292) questionnaires and a response rate of (91%). 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

The Concept of Patriarchal Leadership 

 

The concept of parental leadership is one of the administrative concepts that began to 

flourish during the past two decades. And it proved to be a common leadership style and highly 

effective in non-western business organizations because it is based on building confidence by 

providing all kinds of support to subordinates, thus ensuring absolute authority. The concepts 

began in the mid-1980s, as they were described by researchers in the field of leadership and 

organizational behavior (Chan et al., 2012) as a cultural trait that combines benevolence and 

devotion with authoritarian control in decision-making. As for (Özçelik & Cenkci, 2014), he 

described it as a hierarchical relationship through which the administrative leader directs 

the professional and personal life of subordinates in a manner similar to the father, and in return 

the leader obtains loyalty, obedience and respect. (Ünler & Kılıç, 2019) pointed out that it is an 

administrative style that requires the leader to provide care, protection and altruism to 

subordinates in the internal and external work environment. 

The Importance of Patriarchal Leadership 

The importance of patriarchal leadership emerges as one of the leadership styles prevalent 

in commercial, industrial and service organizations, except for Western organizations, and an 

effective and important strategic tool for organizations as it helps to control and maintain 

employees just as a compassionate father preserves his grandchildren, (Chen et al., 2014) pointed 

to the importance of parental leadership as it contributes to: 

1. High concern for the personal well-being of all employees working in the organization, without 

exception, with active participation in their joys, such as marriage and success. 

2. Strengthening the emotional bonds between the leader and subordinates to reach the distinguished 

performance of the organization. 

3. (Saygili et al., 2020) indicated that patriarchal leadership. 

It reduces the conflict between work in the organization and the family, and also helps to raise the level of 

independence and self-esteem. Whereas (Bedi, 2019) sees the importance of parental leadership through: 

1. It helps to reduce the turnover of work for all subordinates in the organization and not to think about 

withdrawing from it. 

2. Creating a work environment characterized by justice and support for all competencies in the 

organization, regardless of their affiliation. 

3. Increasing job performance levels and also contributing to creating a work environment that is very 

similar to a single family based on compassion and virtuous morals. 

4. In addition, it contributes to motivating employees by offering constructive ideas and proposals that 

form the nucleus of creativity and innovation and these are what the study of ( Dedahanov et al., 
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2016; Hou et al., 2019). 

 

Dimensions of Parental Leadership       

 

Authoritarian Leadership 

 

As he knew it (Erben & Güneşer, 2008) It is the behavior of the leader that is 

characterized by absolute authority and control over subordinates while requiring subordinates to 

obey. (Chen et al., 2014) mentioned that it is the behavior of a leader that is characterized by 

strong authority and control over subordinates while asking them to carry out orders without 

discussion. (Shen et al., 2019) indicates that leaders strive to maintain the power asymmetry 

between them and their subordinates in the organization. (Gumusluoglu et al., 2020) indicated 

that the features of authoritarian leadership can be described as follows: 

 Dictatorial leaders who exercise power and control over subordinates. 

 Punishing subordinates for non-compliance with instructions issued. 

 Authoritarian leadership behaviors lower levels of organizational justice. 

 Leaders are the decision makers alone and do not waste time to listen to the suggestions made by the 

subordinates. Siddique, et al., (2020) believes that authoritarian leaders want to maintain an organizational 

structure that is hierarchical and not flexible, and they try to impose high-performance goals to which 

employees are not accustomed, which leads to poor morale, and contributes to an increase in the role 

conflict It greatly affects employee satisfaction and productivity. And in the same direction between (Wu 

et al., 2020), it increases employees' sense of insecurity, which negatively affects the employee's voice and 

the level of ideas in support of work. (Daft & Lane, 2015) noted that it emphasizes tight top-down 

oversight and management practice through impersonal analogy and analysis. 

Benevolence Leadership 

The cultural roots of charitable leadership stem from the Confucian ideology. That is based 

on social relationships. Like a benevolent leader with a loyal minister and a tender parent with 

his grandchildren. These principles are derived from cultural expectations that a leader should 

strive for luxury, not sell it (Ghosh, 2015) showed that it is the process of creating a cycle of 

motivation and encouragement and initiating organizational change in companies through ethical 

decision-making. In (Gumusluoglu et al., 2017), charitable leadership can be described as a 

practice that shows concern for all subordinates and works diligently to achieve the highest 

levels of well-being for them and their families. (Erkutlu & Chafra, 2016) stated that it is a kind 

of care at the individual level in the field of work, such as giving opportunities to correct and 

amend mistakes, avoid their public humiliation in front of subordinates, provide guidance, 

training, and pay attention to their career development, strive to solve their work problems, and 

show inclusiveness and concern for them with what It goes beyond professional work 

relationships. Pointed (Huang & Lin, 2020) It helps increase motivation for positive teamwork, 

contributes to increasing respect for the decisions taken by their leader, increases trust among co- 

workers, strengthens the team relationship more, reduces employee differentiation, and helps 

reduce job fatigue. He mentioned (Ho & Le, 2020). It affects the behavior of organizational 

citizenship, and the higher the level of concern for employees, it will lead to an increase in their 

organizational commitment and their complete recovery to follow their leader, obey him and 

frequent interaction with him, which is reflected in the willingness to form and maintain high- 

quality relationships. It encourages the innovative behavior of employees and increases their 

identity for their teams and units in which they work (Gumusluoglu et al., 2017). 

Moral Leadership 
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Moral leadership has received great attention from academic researchers and those 

interested in leadership now, as a result of the frequent scandals and traumas that diverge from 

the ethical aspects and practices of the organizational processes of organizations in various 

sectors (Yao & Li, 2019; Bao & Li, 2019). It is defined as the behavior of a leader who sets high 

ethical standards (Ugurluoglu et al., 2018). It can be commonly portrayed as the behavior of a 

leader who possesses a superior moral character, does not act selfishly, is impartial, and is an 

example to others (Cheng & Wang, 2015) He is the one who works to implement his authority 

by showing the ideal model of good morals, which helps the leader to win the affection and 

respect of subordinates (Lau et al., 2020) and that it distinguishes between right and wrong, 

doing the right thing, striving to achieve justice, honesty, honesty, and practicing good leadership 

(Daft & Lane, 2015). Not only that, but they have unusual behaviors and models that support and 

encourage ethical behavior in the organization, which can be followed or imitated, as well as are 

transparent in terms of enforceable instructions and decision-making, and they care about 

the work of subordinates and provide the necessary services and they act as a servant to them 

(Gu et al., 2015). He dedicates his job to providing important feedback to performance-related 

feedback, which helps subordinates in assessing their efficiency and advancement, provides 

respect for them, provides a space for independence in their work, is a good listener of their 

concerns, and allows them to participate in decision-making, which reflects positively on the 

organization in general (Li et al., 2012). Moral leadership contributes to setting the rules of 

competence and equal competition for self or personal management, which helps to raise their 

morale and give them hope for achieving equal opportunities in terms of the promotion side, and 

thus it is possible from what has been mentioned may affect the increase in the perceived quality 

of life of subordinates (Huang et al., 2020). Moral leadership provides many advantages to the 

organization, including when employees trust their moral leadership, this contributes to 

encouraging, motivating and inspiring them to innovate at various levels in the company, 

enabling them to achieve greater success and gain a competitive advantage in light of the highly 

competitive atmosphere in the market in which these organizations operate (Avella, 2015). It 

affects the psychological empowerment of the employees, which reflects positively on increasing 

their motivation to work better (Wu, 2012). The more the moral leader interacts well, the more 

that helps the employees to understand the expectations of their leader and how to perform their 

job tasks efficiently and effectively and contribute to knowing more about the requirements of 

and job duties entrusted to them (Yao & Li, 2019). 

The Employees’ Voice Behavior 

Organizations in various sectors are now facing more complications in their work 

environment that is characterized by speed and constant change in fluctuating and unconfirmed 

work procedures, which posed a further challenge for leaders and managers in these 

organizations to cope with this matter and solve problems and obstacles and address them 

appropriately (Elsaied, 2019). From multiple perspectives, reliance on the usual leadership and 

management level is not only a unit, but the need for support and support from employees in this 

aspect has become very urgent (KA, 2020). Increased and dramatically by researchers in various 

administrative and non-administrative disciplines, and it has become a continuous central 

concept for their research in an effort to uncover its precise contents and the positive or negative 

factors that hinder or limit interest and focus on it more by organizations in general and 

university education in particular. It may be defined as the ways and means by which 

subordinates try to have an opinion and potential influence on organizational matters related to 

issues that affect their work and the interests of officials and decision-makers in the organization 

in general (wikinson et al., 2014). An appreciative informal communication in which the 

employee provides ideas, interests, suggestions, and information about work-related issues and 
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problems to individuals who may be able to take adequate and appropriate measures aimed at 

improving and raising the overall performance levels of the organization (Morrison, 2011; 

Morrison, 2014). And as a proactive challenge to the status quo in the organization by providing 

useful suggestions (Dai, Kim & Kiura, 2020). Any appropriate means by which an employee can 

have an increasingly noticeable impact on some part of the organization (wikinson et al., 2015). 

Relevant studies have shown that the Employees’ Voice Behavior has many positive effects on 

the organization in general. It is considered an essential element for developing the 

competitive capabilities of the organization, because it brings innovative ideas to the fore, 

contributes to correcting the errors associated with work and helps to improve the competitive 

advantage of the organization (Son, 2019). and contributes to restoring employee satisfaction, 

facilitates their jobs and gives them the opportunity to promote issues of interest to them, occupy 

their thinking and direct attention to them to pay more attention to them in terms of social as well 

as in terms of its resources, and increases the sense of self of employees in the workplace (Lin et 

al., 2019). It prevents the occurrence of crises, improves the efficiency of the production 

processes in the organization, increases employees' commitment to their organization, 

contributes accurately to identifying problems and works to address them, and increases the 

ability of the organization to adapt to high degrees in the face of the constantly changing work 

environment (Aryee et al., 2017; Vihari & Rao, 2018; Nechanska et al., 2020; Dai et al., 2020; 

Zhan, 2020). It develops administrative effectiveness, adds economic value to the organization, 

and solidifies the decision-making process, and is an important way to enhance organizational 

participation, positively affects individual and group performance, reduces employee turnover 

(Malik, 2018: Xia et al., 2020; Wilkinson & Barry, 2016 & Eibl et, al., 2020). Despite the many 

advantages that vocal behavior provides to employees, it is risky behavior (Peng & Wei, 2019). 

As relevant studies indicated that employees are not ready to speak and engage with their vocal 

behavior in work affairs for fear of the reaction of their leaders and officials. The employees feel 

that if they do this, it will lead to the loss of their jobs because their leaders have the authority, 

power and resources, in addition to this being interpreted by the leaders that he interfered in their 

affairs and their powers and thus they view it as a threat to them and their existence and accept it 

in a negative way from the employees, which indicates that there is a misfortune. An awareness 

among the leaders of the reasons for the employees 'silence and their loss of the proper thinking 

compass, which makes them feel that the employees are unable to solve the problems and that 

they know all the parts of the work and there is no need for the employees' opinions and 

suggestions in this aspect (Son, 2019; Chou, et al., 2019; Morrison, 2014). 

Description of the Study Sample 
 
 

Table 2 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY SAMPLE IN TERMS OF DEMOGRAPHIC 

VARIABLES 

Order of 

importance 

Percentage 

% 
Total Target group 

Effector 

properties 
s 

4 3.8 11 
Less than 30 

Age 1 
years old 

2 35.6 104 
From 30 less than 

40 years old 
    

1 39.4 115 
From 40 less than 

30 
    

3 21.2 62 so years men     

*** 100% 292 Total     
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1 75 219 Mention Gender 2 

2 25 73 female     

*** 100% 292 Total     

4 2.7 8 Junior high or less     

5 1.7 5 diploma     

2 28.1 82 Bachelor 

Academic 

qualification 

(certificate) 
3 

3 20.9 61 M.A.     

1 46.6 136 PhD     

*** 100% 292          Total     

2 14.7 43 
college of 

Literature 
Workplace 4 

7 6.2 18 

Faculty of 

Administration 

and Economics 
    

9 3.8 11 
College of Basic 

Education/Haditha 
    

8 4.5 13 

College of 

Physical 

Education and 

Sports Sciences 

    

3 14.4 42 

College of 

Education for 

Girls 
    

5 8.9 26 
College of Islamic 

Sciences 
    

3 14.4 42 
College of 

Science 
    

1 17.5 51 
College of 

Engineering 
    

4 11 32 

College of 

Education for 

Pure Sciences 
    

6 4.8 14 
faculty of 

Pharmacy 
    

*** 100% 292 Total     

 

The Applied Side of the Study 

 

Description of the Study Variable 

 

The measurement tool, the questionnaire, was represented by two variables of parental 

leadership as an independent variable, and the voice behavior of the employees as a dependent 

variable, which stimulated the current research to use the teaching staff as a sample for research 

because of their valuable knowledge and information towards the measuring instrument, and 

therefore Table (3) shows the coding and description of the measuring instrument. 
 

Table 3 

DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES 

INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS 

Variable Dimensional Items Code 
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Parental 

Leadership 

(PALE) 

 

Authoritarian 

leadership 6 PAAU 

Benevolence 

leadership 5 PABE 

Moral leadership 6 PAMO 

Employees’ 

Voice Behavior 
One-dimensional 

 

6 
EMVB 

To Test the Reliability and Reliability of the Measuring Instrument 

 
The Cronbach alpha coefficient represents one of the most important tests to ensure the 

reliability of the measuring instrument, which in common is that the extracted value is higher 

than (0.60) in order for the data to be named that it is characterized by stability and reliability, 

and accordingly Table No. (4) shows that the study measuring tool is characterized by stability 

and high credibility. The fact that the stability of the overall measurement tool reached (0.863), 

which means the stability of the questionnaire with the opinions of our employees at the 

university, and this matter is due to the value added by the study variables represented in the 

parental leadership and voice behavior of the employees consistently amounted to (0.854, 0.856), 

respectively. 

 

Table 4 

CRONBACH α COEFFICIENTS FOR INPUT VARIABLES 

 

Variable 

Cronbach 

Alpha 

variants 

 

Dimensional 

 

Items 

Cronbach 

Alpha 

Dimensions 

Cronbach 

Alpha for 

Study 

 

 

Parental 

leadership 0.854 

Authoritarian 

leadership 

6 
0.864 

 

 

 

0.863 

Benevolence 

leadership 

5 
0.849 

Moral 

leadership 

6 
0.850 

Employees’ 

Voice 

Behavior 

0.856 
One- 

dimensional 

 

6 0.856 

 

 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis  

 

Parental Leadership Variable 

 

The results shown in Figure (2) indicate that the quality indicators were identical according 

to the indicators set by (Hair et al., 1998) and the study presented by (Liu & Liu, 2017), so the 

value of (X2/df) amounted to less than (5) and its value (2.918), the value of the Good Match 

Index (GFI) reached (0.900) and the Corrected Match Goodness Index (AGFI) was (0.900), in 

addition to the high value of the Comparative Match Index (CFI) and its value (0.904), while the 

Standard Match Index (IFI) and its amount (0.905), and therefore the (RMSEA) index was 

identical with an amount of (0.071). Therefore, it can be said that the findings of the study are 
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consistent with the findings of the study (Liu & Liu, 2017). 

 

 FIGURE 2 

THE STANDARD MODEL FOR THE PARENTAL LEADERSHIP VARIABLE 

 
The results of Table (5) show that the highest paragraph explaining the dimension of 

authoritarian leadership was represented in the fifth paragraph (PAAU5) with an interpretation 

value of (0.791), while the lowest paragraph in the interpretation of this dimension was in the 

second paragraph (PAAU2) with an explanatory value of (0.400). In addition to that, the highest 

explanation of the benevolence leadership dimension was represented in the fourth paragraph 

(PABE4) and its value (0.868), while the lowest explanatory value was in the first paragraph 

(PABE1) with an explanatory value of (0.753). Finally, the Moral leadership dimension included 

the sixth paragraph (PAMO6) as the highest explanatory value of (0.877), in addition to the 

lowest paragraph represented in the second paragraph (PAMO2) with an explanatory value of 

(0.399). 
 

Table 5 

THE STANDARD WEIGHTS OF THE STANDARD MODEL 

FOR THE PARENTAL LEADERSHIP VARIABLE 

Track Value 

Authoritarian Leadership 

PAAU <--- PAAU1 0.550 

PAAU <--- PAAU2 0.400 

PAAU <--- PAAU3 0.628 

PAAU <--- PAAU4 0.583 

PAAU <--- PAAU5 0.791 

PAAU <--- PAAU6 0.624 

Benevolence Leadership 

PABE <--- PABE1 0.753 

PABE <--- PABE2 0.760 

PABE <--- PABE3 0.863 

PABE <--- PABE4 0.868 

PABE <--- PABE5 0.794 

Moral Leadership 

PAMO <--- PAMO1 0.824 

PAMO <--- PAMO2 0.399 

PAMO <--- PAMO3 0.402 

PAMO <--- PAMO4 0.569 

PAMO <--- PAMO5 0.703 
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PAMO <--- PAMO6 0.877 

The Employee's Voice Behavior 

 

It is noticed from the results shown in Figure (3) that the quality indicators were identical 

according to the standards set by (Hair et al., 1998), so the value of (X2/df) was less than (5) and 

its amount was (2.728), and the value of the Good Match Index (GFI) It is equal to (0.972) and the 

Corrected Matching Goodness Index (AGFI) amounted to (0.934), and an improvement in the 

value of the Comparative Match Index (CFI) and its amount is (0.975), while the Standard 

Conformity Index (IFI) included an interpretative value of (0.976). The index (RMSEA) conforms 

to the criteria with a rating of (0.077). 

 

FIGURE 3 

THE STANDARD MODEL FOR THE EMPLOYEE VOICE BEHAVIOR VARIABLE 

 
The results of table (6) show that the highest explanatory value for the employee's voice 

behavior variable was in the third paragraph (EMVB3) and its amount is (0.773), while the 

lowest explanatory value was included in the first paragraph (EMVB1) with an explanatory 

value of (591). 
 

Table 6 

THE STANDARD WEIGHTS OF THE STANDARD 

MODEL OF THE EMPLOYEE VOICE BEHAVIOR 

VARIABLE 

Track Value 

EMVB <--- EMVB1 0.591 

EMVB <--- EMVB2 0.746 

EMVB <--- EMVB3 0.773 

EMVB <--- EMVB4 0.735 

EMVB <--- EMVB5 0.718 

EMVB <--- EMVB6 0.600 

 

Fifth: Descriptive statistics of the data 
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Since the study questionnaire depends on the five-year Likert gradient, there are five 

categories to which the arithmetic averages of the two variables of the study belong, and the 

category is determined by finding the range `` R '' (the upper limit of the scale - the lower limit of 

the scale), and then divide the range by the number of categories to find the length of the 

category “L” and according to the variables of the study, as follows: 

R=5-1=4 

4 
𝐿=

5 
=80% 

 

Table 7 

COMPARISON CRITERION FOR THE LEVEL OF 

AVAILABILITY OF PARENTAL LEADERSHIP 

AND EMPLOYEES’ VOICE BEHAVIOR 

Category Length Availability Level 

1-18.1  very low 

18.1-08.1  Low 

08.1-08.1  Moderate 

08.1-.801  High 

.801-0811  very high 

Analysis of the Opinions of the Research Sample on the Paragraphs on the Parental 

Leadership Variable (PALE) 

The results of table (7) resulted in the general average of arithmetic meanings of parental 

leadership amounted to (3.49) and a standard deviation of (0.472), and this matter in turn shows 

the consistency and harmony of the responses of the research sample towards this variable with a 

difference coefficient of (14%) and in the direction of a high response, i.e. of relative 

importance. Its amount is (70%), which means that the university pays attention to the parental 

leadership in dealing with employees, as for the dimensions of parental leadership, it was 

represented in the following: 

The Authoritarian Leadership Dimension 

It is noted from the results of table (7) that the response level of the authoritarian 

leadership dimension is moderate with an arithmetic mean of (3.37) and a standard deviation of 

(0.417) in addition to the consistency and harmony of the responses of the research sample 

towards this dimension and a difference coefficient of (12%) and a relative importance of (67%). 

Perhaps the paragraph that contributed to this was represented in the second paragraph (PAAU2) 

with an arithmetic mean of (3.98), a standard deviation of (0.887), a coefficient of variation 

equal to (22%) and a relative importance of (80%), while the fifth paragraph came (PAAU5) 

With an arithmetic mean of (2.97), a standard deviation of (1,257), a variation coefficient of 

(42%), and a relative importance of (59%). This shows that the administrative leadership 

practices in the researched colleges always require subordinates to fully adhere to the 

decisions and instructions in force without flexibility in that, which may generate a feeling 

among subordinates of constant pressure to accomplish administrative and non-administrative 

tasks. 
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The Dimension of Benevolence Leadership 

The results of table (7) show that the general average of the arithmetic means for the 

dimension of Benevolence leadership is (3.56) and a standard deviation of (0.872). Therefore, 

the university must make more efforts to reduce the dispersion of its capabilities and the good 

efforts it makes with a coefficient of variation of (25%). Towards a high answer, with a relative 

importance equal to (71%). Perhaps the paragraph that contributed to this goes back to the fourth 

paragraph, with an arithmetic mean of (3.68), a standard deviation of (0.983), a coefficient of 

variation equal to (27%), a somewhat high response direction and a relative importance of 

(74%). While the second paragraph came in the last place, with an arithmetic mean of (3.39), a 

standard deviation equal to (1.08), a difference coefficient of (32%), and a relative importance of 

(68%), which means that the administrative leaderships in the researched colleges work towards 

continuous encouragement and moral development For subordinates to solve problems inside 

and outside their organizations, which generates a feeling among subordinates that their 

managerial leaders deal with them in the spirit of one cooperative family. 

The Moral Leadership Dimension 

The results of table (7) indicate that the mean average for Moral leadership is (3.69), with a 

standard deviation equal to (0.761), with a difference coefficient of (21%), and with a high 

response direction, i.e. with relative importance of (74%). Perhaps the paragraph that contributed 

to this is the first paragraph with an arithmetic mean of (3.95), a standard deviation equal to 

(0.967), a difference coefficient of (24%), and a relative importance of (79%). As for the third 

paragraph, it came in the last place with an arithmetic mean of (3.52) and a standard deviation of 

(1.101) and a difference coefficient equal to (31%) with a somewhat high response direction and 

a relative importance of (70%). This indicates that the administrative leaderships in the 

researched faculties are characterized by With a high degree of credibility, integrity and 

transparency in performing the tasks entrusted to them, they do not attribute the outstanding 

performance and success that the subordinates achieve for themselves, which helps the 

subordinates to follow their leader and view them as leaders who deserve praise, respect and 

ability, and work with them with all sincerity and dedication to reach positive outcomes at 

various levels. 
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FIGURE 4 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF PARENTAL LEADERSHIP ITEMS 

Analyzing the Opinions of the Research Sample on the Paragraphs on Employee Vocal 

Behavior 

The results of table (9) show that the general arithmetic mean of the employee's vocal 

behavior variable reached (4.02) with a standard deviation of (0.57), and this in turn shows the 

consistency and harmony of the responses of the research sample towards this variable and a 

variation coefficient equal to (14%) with a rather high level of response, what is of relative 

importance of (80%), and perhaps the paragraph that contributed to that is the sixth 

paragraph (EMVB6) with an arithmetic mean of (4.12) and a standard deviation of (0.79) and a 

difference coefficient of (19%) with a somewhat high response level and with a relative 

importance of (82). As for the fifth paragraph (EMVB5), it ranked last, as it got the lowest 

arithmetic mean of (3.93), a standard deviation equal to (0.754), a variation coefficient of (19%), 

and a relative importance of (79%). Through the above results, it is evident that the leaderships 

in the colleges in which the research was conducted are working to provide the appropriate 

atmosphere for employees by giving them the freedom to express opinions, ideas and 

constructive proposals and apply them on the ground, which contributes to the advancement 

of the colleges, their organizational and administrative progress, and the solution of obstacles 

and problems that occur at work. Up-to- date, and thus positively reflected on the employees' 

enthusiasm towards providing positive performance. 
 

Table 8 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF PARAGRAPHS OF EMPLOYEE VOCAL 

BEHAVIOR 
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EMVB1 
I talk and encourage the staff 

in the group to be involved in 

the     issues     affecting     

my college. 

4.05 0.742 18% 

 

high 81% 2 

EMVB2 
Suggest ideas for new projects 

or changes in procedures 

based on my great interest 

in my college. 

4.02 0.753 19% 

 

high 80% 4 

EMVB3 
I  offer solutions to the 

problems facing my college. 
4.04 0.743 18% high 81% 3 

EMVB4 
I communicate my views with 

others about employment 

issues in the college even if 

my opinion is different 

from them. 

3.95 0.754 19% 

 

 

high 
79% 5 

EMVB5 
Stay well   informed about 

matters on which my 

opinion is useful to the 

college. 

3.93 0.754 19% 

 

high 79% 6 
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EMVB6 
I speak in my voice to defend 

My college. 
4.12 0.79 19% 

high 
82% 1 

EMVB Employees’ Voice Behavior 4.02 0.57 14% high 80% *** 

Measuring the Correlation Relationship between Research Variables 

In order to measure the consistency of the internal variables in the analysis, the study 

should resort to measuring the correlation coefficients between the parental leadership (an 

independent variable) and its dimensions, and the voice behavior of the employees (dependent 

variable) by adopting the correlation matrix of the Pearson Simple Correlation 

Coefficient, which was extracted by means of the statistical package. (SPSS.V.25), and Table 

(10) shows a matrix of the correlation between the variables included in the analysis. 
 
 

Table 9 

MATRIX OF THE CORRELATION RELATIONSHIP 

BETWEEN THE VARIABLES INCLUDED IN THE 

ANALYSIS 

 PAAU PABE PAMO PALE EMVB 

PAAU 
1 

    

PABE 
- 0.161

**
 1 

   

PAMO 
- 0.062 0.647

**
 1 

  

PALE 
0.166

**
 0.790

**
 0.770

**
 1 

 

EMVB 
0.022 0.364

**
 0.339

**
 0.420

**
 

1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Sig. (2-tailed)= 0.000 N=292 

 

The results of Table (9) show that there is a correlation between the parental leadership 

and the voice behavior of the employees, and the strength of this relationship was (0.420) and 

this reflected the first main hypothesis, and this relationship was identical to the results reached 

by studies (Nazir et al., 2020; Chan, 2014) that addressed parental leadership and employee 

voice behavior. From this hypothesis, there are three sub hypotheses, which are: 

The First Sub-Hypothesis There is a correlation between authoritarian leadership and the Employees’ Voice 

Behavior), and accordingly the study found that there is not morale correlation and this came in accordance 

with the findings of most studies, which stands in the forefront (Zhang et al., 2015; Chan, 2014; Chan, 2017; 

Jia et al., 2020) This shows the rejection of the first sub-hypothesis, since the assumption of this hypothesis 

did not meet the required criteria. 

The Second Sub-Hypothesis (There is a correlation relationship between the Benevolence leadership and 

the voice behavior of the employees), and the study found a logical relationship of (0,364) and this confirms 

the validity of the second sub-hypothesis. The results of this hypothesis are in agreement with the findings of 

the study by (Jia et al., 2020). This result does not agree with the findings of the study (Soomro et al., 2020). 

The Third Sub-Hypothesis (There is a correlation between the moral leadership and the voice behavior of 

the employees), and the study found a positive relationship of (0.339), and this confirms the validity of the 

third sub-hypothesis. The results of this hypothesis were consistent with the findings of the study (Nazir et al., 

2020; Dedahanov et al., 2016) and disagreed with the findings of the study (Chan, 2014). 
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Test the Influence Relationship between the Input Variables 

Figure (4) shows the standard model for the effect of parental leadership on the 

Employees’ Voice Behavior by adopting the modeling of the structural equation by means of the 

statistical package (AMOS, V.25), which is based on the interpretation of the greatest path 

between the dimensions of parental leadership in the voice behavior of the workers. While the 

results shown in Table (11) represent a significant effect of parental leadership on the vocal 

behavior of the employees, and this matter means that the parental leadership contributed to the 

explanation of (0.239) of the issues and phenomena that stand unresolved and the evolution of 

the employees' vocal behavior, and the rest for other reasons outside the scope of the research. 

This result is in agreement with the findings of the study (Lin et al., 2015) and from this 

hypothesis, three sub-hypotheses are branched out: 

 
The first sub-hypothesis which states (there is a significant influence relationship moral for authoritarian 

leadership on the vocal behavior of employees), as the decrease in authoritarian leadership by one unit leads 

to improving the Employees’ Voice Behavior by (-0.258) with a standard error of (0.057) and a critical value 

of (4.53), and this matter indicates the validity of the first sub-hypothesis, but it has an inverse relationship 

effect. The results of this hypothesis are in agreement with the findings of the study (Chan, 2017 & Liu & Liu, 

2017). 

The second sub-hypothesis: which states (there is a significant influence relationship of moral for the good 

leadership in the voice behavior of the employees), as increasing the good leadership by one unit leads to an 

increase in the voice behavior of the employees by (0.193) with a standard error of (0.075) and a critical 

value equal to (2.573), and this confirms the validity of the second hypothesis. The results of this hypothesis 

are consistent with the findings of the study (Lin et al., 2015; Chan, 2017). 

The third sub-hypothesis: which states (there is a significant influence relationship with moral leadership on 

the vocal behavior of employees), as increasing moral leadership by one unit leads to an increase in 

employees' vocal behavior by (0.384) and with a standard error equal to (0.083) and a critical value of 

(0.083) (4.627), and this confirms the validity of the third sub-hypothesis. The results of this hypothesis are 

consistent with the findings of a study (Chan, 2017؛ Liu & Liu, 2017& Lin et al., 2015). 

 
 

 

FIGURE 5 

STANDARD MODEL FOR TESTING THE EFFECT OF PARENTAL LEADERSHIP 

ON EMPLOYEES' VOICE BEHAVIOR 
 

Table 10 

RESULTS OF TESTING THE EFFECT OF PARENTAL LEADERSHIP ON THE 

EMPLOYEES’ VOICE BEHAVIOR 

Track Value S.E. C.R. R2 Probability (P) 

PAAU <--- EMVB - 0.258 0.057 -4.53  

0.239 

*** 

PABE <--- EMVB 0.193 0.075 2.573 *** 

PAMO <--- EMVB 0.384 0.083 4.627 *** 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

1. The results of the study showed that there is a correlation between parental leadership and the 

Employees’ Voice Behavior at Anbar University, which is statistically significant, which contributes to 

building positive relationships that enhance the commitment and loyalty of employees towards the 

university. 

2. The results of the study showed that there is no correlation between the authoritarian leadership and the 

voice behavior of the employees to achieve effective organizational results, in addition to that, this result 

was consistent with the findings of previous relevant studies. 

3. The results of the study showed that there is an adverse effect between authoritarian leadership and the 

vocal behavior of employees at University of Anbar, which confirms that the higher the practices of 

authoritarian leadership by officials and decision-makers, the vocal behavior is decreased and vice 

versa. 

 

Recommendations 

 

1. It is imperative that the administrative leaderships in the colleges in which the 

research was conducted continue to focus on two dimensions of patriarchal leadership, 

namely, moral and benevolent leadership in the field of practicing their work and at all 

administrative levels. 

2. The necessity for the leaderships in the researched colleges to focus on developing 

human and social relations with employees at various administrative levels, which 

would contribute to increasing job satisfaction and its implications for their 

performance in general. 

3. Work to enhance the Employees’ Voice Behavior by leaderships as one of the main 

tools to reach creativity and organizational innovation. 

4. Providing a safe environment to encourage employees to raise problems, obstacles, 

and organizational errors, and to understand them by the administrative leaders, which 

contributes to the formation of an appropriate atmosphere of constructive joint 

cooperation to achieve the goals that these colleges aspired to more quickly. 
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